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Each One! Bless One!
You Make a Difference!

* * * * *
I realize that some of the teachings found on the eBlessings web site are

presently beyond the understanding of many. The Messiah now increase your
spiritual understanding of His Words and these words which He is sending to you

through this humble vessel. Hallelujah Amen.

evelation 12, Part One. This Revelation is one where the Inspiration and
Spiritual meanings have been passed “Down Through Time” (DTT). This

means that the information found therein was true to ancient times and present
times. There are many Scripture which bear the “DTT” mark based on the multi-
dimensional nature of some of the Scriptures. Time represented in this
Scripture, is Alpha and Omega time. In this Scripture, carnal or earthly time has
been removed. What am I saying? In this Scripture, the Revelation has been
given with the time component taken out and it is compressed as one event in
the time of its presentation, with earthly time removed.

Time was created for man and this is a strictly spiritual presentation,
therefore time is not of any consequence in this presentation except for in its
application to the time in which you live. Know this as you read Revelation
chapter 12. I am not saying that time is removed from the entire book of
Revelation, but in this chapter, it has been removed and the chapter given to the
Man of God, Apostle John or a Christian scribe. You may want to whisper a
prayer for you to receive what is in this devotional for you and/or your church
congregation.

“1And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed
with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a
crown of twelve stars:

“1And there appeared (what is being revealed to you now because it is the
End Times) a great wonder (a Mystery which heretofore has not been disclosed
to you, nor the world: Christ on the inside and Christ on the outside) in heaven;
(in Heaven, in the Heavenlies) a woman (Christian Church, Mother Mary,
(Israelites who in ancient times had the “hope” from the Father, that they would
receive His Christ, which most did not.)) clothed with the sun, (Christ on the
inside and Christ on the outside; clothed in Christ around her and the Christ
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inside her—this represents a GREAT MYSTERY—THE SEAL OF FATHER
GOD; this represents what every Christian who wants to be Raptured must have;
this requires being born-again and knowing of the Mystery of Christ and the
Mystery of Jesus, both are located on the Mysteries Revealed page of the
eBlessings web site.) and the moon (represents paganism, evil, or religions
other than Christian Born-Again Saved Christendom, Christian Church also
includes “Reformed Hebrews” and “Reformed or Messianic Catholics”.) under
her feet, (under her authority; under the authority of the Christian Church.) and
upon her head (under her governance) a crown of twelve stars: (I like you
have been taught that the twelve stars represent the twelve tribes of Israel; now
listen. Humankind live a two- and three- dimensional linear experience. What do I
mean? We think and live in a straight line existence. The antichrist would have
us to continue in this experience and be ignorant of the Spiritual Truth and
continue it darkness. Christ Jesus is coming back and requires that you and I
know how to get out of this spiritual darkness and come into His Glorious Light.
So continue to listen and come ye now out of your darkness by the Power of
Christ!

The spiritual experience is multi-dimensional. That means the end of time
can be at its beginning and any time in between can be represented anytime on
multi-directional time lines; yes this is plural. With that in mind, the twelve stars
are Arch Angels, as are the stars in verse four speaking of fallen angels. So the
woman, Mother Mary, and the Christian Church has twelve Arch Angels at it
disposal and is supposed to be purposed to use them in their judgments, i.e.,
decisions concerning the governance of the church, every since the Church was
created. These twelve stars are also representative of the Virtues of Father God
(opposite of evil principalities), the Dominions of Father God and the other
spiritual things which are not to be mentioned now. Remember the multi-
dimensional nature of spiritual things, otherwise we miss things which are right in
front of us, which is what the antichrist and the devil wants to happen in our
spiritual experience. That is why you are not attempting to live in Spirit and in
Truth by attempting to do Healings, Miracles, Signs and Wonders; you sit back
and listen to the preacher, feeling the rush of emotion and the power of the Holy
Ghost, getting slain in the spirit (and who knows which spirit that is), then going
home turning on the television and filling your head and spirit and soul with the
world of evil.)
!THE MESSIAH IS COMING – PREPARE!
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